Calorimetric and freeze fracture analysis of lipid phase transitions and lateral translational motion of intramembrane particles in mitochondrial membranes.
Differential scanning calorimetry combined with freeze fracture electron microscopy reveals that thermotropic lipid phase transitions and lateral translational motion of intramembrane particles occur in both membranes of whole, intact rat liver mitochondria and in isolated inner and outer membranes. The onset temperature of the liquid crystalline to gel state lipid phase transition in whole mitochondria and in the isolated outer membrane fraction is biphasic with an initial transition exotherm occurring at 9 degrees C. The onset temperature of the transition exotherm of the isolated inner membrane occurs at -4 degrees C. The onset temperature of the lipid transition endotherm is -15 degrees C for whole mitochondria, the inner membrane, ane the outer membrane fractions. These calorimetric analyses reveal that the bilayer lipid in the inner, energy transducing membrane is more fluid than in the outer membrane. Mitochondrial membranes cooled to temperatures in the region of their transition exotherms and then frozen reveal striking lateral separations between smooth, intramembrane particle-free regions (rich in gel state lipid) and particle-dense regions (rich in integral proteins) in their hydrophobic fracture faces. Such thermotropic lipid-protein lateral separations are completely reversible. These freeze fracture observations suggest that both mitochondrial membranes are naturally fluid to the extent that the integrat membrane proteins can diffuse laterally in the bilayer lipid.